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Rebecca West was a leading figure in the twentieth century literary scene. A passionate
suffragist, socialist, fiercely intelligent, Rebecca West began her career as a writer with articles
in The Freewoman and The Clarion. Her first book, a biography of Henry James, was published
when she was only twenty–four, and her first novel followed just two years later. She had a
notorious affair with H.G. Wells, and their illegitimate son, Anthony, was born at the beginning of
the First World War.The author of several novels, she is perhaps best remembered for her
classic account of pre–war Yugoslavia, Black Lamb, Grey Falcon (published by Macmillan in
1941 and as relevant today as it was sixty years ago) and for her coverage of the Nuremberg
Trials. When she died in 1983 at the age of 90, William Shawn, then editor–in–chief of the New
Yorker, said: "Rebecca West was one of the giants and will have a lasting place in English
literature. No one in this century wrote more dazzling prose, or had more wit, or looked at the
intricacies of human character and the ways of the world more intelligently." Formidably talented,
West was a towering figure in the British literary landscape. Lorna Gibb's vivid and insightful
biography affords a dazzling insight into her life and work.
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BibliographyIndexPROLOGUEA woman of surprising contradictions, socialist and Thatcherite, a
defender of women’s suffrage, a disciple of St Augustine and lover of H.G. Wells, successful
novelist and astute, prophetic chronicler of the Near East: Dame Rebecca West was all of these,
and more, much more. She engaged passionately with the events of almost a century. A
uniquely talented personality, West was showered with rewards and tributes for her novels and
journalism during her lifetime. Sadly her eclecticism was her undoing; her writing could not be
categorized into those pigeon holes so beloved of the literati and her literary status was never as
secure as that of contemporaries like Virginia Woolf.Her success also brought domestic
disharmony. Her son, the writer Anthony West, thought her a terrible mother, and the kind of
familial disagreements normally played out within the family became a very public and
acrimonious row, observed by hundreds, a kind of reality TV acted out by correspondence, the
effects continuing even after Rebecca’s death.West’s troubles were universal and timeless. The
conflicting demands of motherhood and career, the longing for love and companionship
tempered by the need for independence, were spelled out in letters and diaries, articles and
books, while the world changed, bringing new dilemmas and consequences. Her struggles are
as pertinent now as they have always been. West’s private life was entwined with political events,
the unfolding history of a century symbiotically related to the mundane and the personal, the
minutiae of her life. Her diary entries and notebooks present something more than pictures from



a lost age; they form a map showing the places we have come from.When travelling in a region I
always ask friends who have been there before me for advice on a book to take that will aptly
capture or add to my experience. During such a trip in Eastern Europe Black Lamb and Grey
Falcon was my introduction to Rebecca West. The friend who recommended it was a diplomat.
He had been told to read this very large tome for a prior posting and had begun to do so
somewhat reluctantly. It was the 1980s. Following Tito’s death, Yugoslavia was faced with an
economic crisis; Serbian nationalism, with Kosovo as its symbol, was growing rapidly. Some way
into West’s book, my friend, caught up in the local unrest, was hooked, finding answers to, and
questions about, the things he was witnessing some fifty years after she had written it.My own
experience was the same, except my friend, like so many men enchanted by Rebecca’s words,
fell a little in love with the author too. This is part of West’s skill, an ability to act as a social
commentator on a period that was yet to come, and, while doing so, to beguile and enchant her
reader.Looking at my book collection, it seems that, of those books by West that I have acquired
over the years, a disproportionate number were gifts. Three of her novels as well as The
Meaning of Treason, Henry James and St Augustine were all delightful presents. For me, as for
so many of my peers, West is a shared pleasure, passed on, read, then later discussed in dingy
student Soho coffee shops in the eighties, or more recently, over wine at a picnic in a garden.
Perhaps the most wonderful thing of all is that, because of the eclectic nature of West’s writing,
these exchanges could be on so many topics: literature, espionage, travel, the role of women, all
originating from a book or article by a single author. West dealt with big topics, many of which
still reverberate today, such as the integration of Eastern and Western religious faiths, the
contradictions of femininity and power, the causes and effects of wars. Yet, in her considerations,
she did not lose sight of the domestic concerns, those personal and intimate stories taking place
against the backdrop of social change and unrest. As she once stated in an article for The New
Yorker, she did not wish to write history as Gibbon liked to record it, but a history of the endless
troubles of everyday life.In a letter to V.S. Pritchett, written in July 1941, West lamented ‘our
curious national habit of writing monographs in one subject without looking into its context’. In
West’s own biographies she was careful not to make this mistake. Bernard Levin, in a 1981
Radio broadcast for the BBC, praised the ‘astonishing world view’ of her writing. The
extraordinarily rapid developments of the twentieth century were a mirror to West’s remarkable
life. They were also the cause of many of that life’s difficulties.Rebecca West was a pseudonym,
a moniker chosen hastily from an Ibsen play, because Rebecca didn’t want her mother to see
the family name displayed on a poster about an article she had written in support of women’s
suffrage. West was born Cicely Isabel Fairfield, in 1892; it was, she said, a ‘Mary Pickford’ of a
name for someone blonde and pretty and wouldn’t have suited a professional writer through life
at all.1 For Wells and for her son, she was Panther; for one of her lovers, Tommy, she was a
firefly; and to her husband, Henry Andrews, she was both Cicely Andrews and Rebecca.These
many names came to represent different aspects of her personality. Rebecca West was a
successful, feted writer and a shining success, loved by her friends and admirers. Rebecca once



wrote to one of her closest confidantes, Emanie Arling, that she loved her most, of all her
friends, because she called her Rebecca and never anything else. But Cicely Andrews was a
lonely wife who felt that many of her friends pitied her for Henry’s infidelities and laughed at her
behind her back.Her home in her last decade reflected this dualism. The front room was likened
to a stage set by the people who worked for her. There, Rebecca, bewigged, with her hearing
aid, glasses and exquisitely cut gowns, would greet visitors regally, like an actress in a play. The
back part of the flat was where she cried out in the night for the dead husband who had betrayed
her, where she piled her chaotic papers, and wept over her failing health.When she was born,
Queen Victoria was on the throne, Einstein had not written the theory of relativity, Tolstoy,
Brahms and Oscar Wilde were still alive.* Her childhood years were spent at the end of a
century that was imbued with the social mores and expectations of the fifty previous years. But
from the beginning she embraced change. A keen suffragette, the teenage West volunteered for
the Women’s Social and Political Union and wrote engagingly on the position and plight of
women.The passionate political involvement of her youth enlivens her early journalism.
Housework was ‘domestic slavery to be shunned like rat poison’,2 and ‘Never will woman be
saved until she realizes it is a far, far better thing to keep a jolly public-house really well, than to
produce a cathedral full of beautiful thoughts’.3 Fearless and opinionated, she did not hesitate to
take on some of the more established women of her day.She championed the rights of women
with illegitimate children (before she herself became one) and dismissed women’s relegation to
a domestic role. However, West remained steadfast in her belief that marriage was necessary,
not only for a woman’s emotional fulfilment, but, more surprisingly, for her artistic development.
Explicitly, she felt that spinsterhood with its restrictive experience made women unable to
understand, and therefore to depict, the character of half the population who were male:
‘Spinsterhood is not necessarily a female quality. It is simply the limitation of experience to one’s
own sex, and consequently the regard of the other sex from an idealist point of view . . . The
spinster is ridiculous because she is limited (I write as a most typical spinster).’4For most of her
life, West struggled between these two opposing ideals. She had as little interest in the strident
feminism of the seventies as in the puritanical feminism of the Pankhursts. Indeed it was
because of the latter that she ultimately distanced herself from the WSPU (Women’s Social and
Political Union) and thus renounced an active part in the suffrage campaign. West’s
understanding of the female position was much softer, much more familiar and understandable
to contemporary readers. Yes, she wrote angrily about the necessity of better working conditions
for women and dismissed the ‘playing at wage earning’ which she observed to be fashionable by
encouraging women to genteel activities whilst so many other women worked in terrible
conditions to make a meagre living, their plight overlooked. But there is far more of a thirty-
something lonely heart than of a radical feminist in her plaintive letters to her favourite sister
about her lack of success in finding a ‘boof’, their slang for a beautiful boy. More than once she
remarked to friends that there was nothing as sad and lonely as the lot of a woman who did not
have a man.While her youthful relationships with much older men were unremarkable for



someone of her generation, her long marriage to a younger man was far less usual for a woman
born in the nineteenth century than it would be for one in her thirties today.In her writing on the
domestic side of two world wars, we are given an intimate glimpse of the home front. From her
personal correspondence during the 1910s, we see how her own position as mistress of H.G.
Wells, and ultimately mother of his illegitimate son, clashed with the accepted behaviour of the
era. For almost a decade the illicit relationship between Wells and West was carried on like a
script for a B-movie. Their carefully constructed alter egos (after all, both participants were
writers) plotted subterfuges and arranged clandestine trips. Yet, most bizarrely, this was not in
order to keep the affair private from Wells’ wife, who knew and accepted the situation, but rather
to avoid the public censure that might seriously affect Wells’ successful career if it became
known.West’s son by Wells, Anthony, was born on the eve of Britain’s entry to the First World
War. But while Wells saw his journalism and writing reach an ever larger readership as he
charted and predicted the course of the war, West felt that any joy in motherhood was subsumed
by fear of the international situation. Later, that apprehension became frustration at being
trapped at home with the small tediums of wartime restriction when she too could have been
writing about the turmoil. The writing she did produce at this time records beautifully the
difficulties and aggravations of the home front, but also the pain and longing of an impossible
relationship against a backdrop of war.Her great work on Yugoslavia, Black Lamb and Grey
Falcon, took five years to complete and was to establish West as a brilliant non-fiction writer.
Read today, it is an astonishingly predictive work. Weaving hard facts with West’s own
impressions and the fictitious characters she used as a means of transmitting ideas, it presents
a country on the brink of dissolution and is still regarded by many experts as the best account
we have. Yet West’s astute and, at times, harsh deliberations are tempered by continually gentle
and admiring references to her husband of thirty years, Henry Andrews. Writing was the thread
that bound together West’s public and personal worlds, her political judgements and her private
tenderness.Through West’s journalism we can see the unfolding of an age. We share her
observations of Fabian socialism, the birth of Fascism, espionage, McCarthyism, apartheid and
Thatcherism. From her personal correspondence we see the parallel, private worlds of the
Roaring Twenties, the parties with Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, friendships including those with
Shaw and Chaplin, and more difficult associations with Virginia Woolf and Max Beaverbrook.
Her judgement of people, situations and literature was generally extreme: F.R. Leavis used
‘fastidiousness like a nouveau riche who buys asparagus tongs for eating asparagus’.5 T.S. Eliot
was responsible for the ‘sustained grizzle’ of modern literature, the notion that ‘the only
respectable status is discontent’.6Inevitably, because her work was public, her private life
became so too. The difficulties that she faced with motherhood, her gentle concern for her son,
Anthony West’s welfare, and the carefully constructed deceits to protect him from any
awareness of the difficulties of his own situation, returned to her with a spectacular and
understandable vengeance.Rebecca, who once wrote to Oscar Wilde’s son that she was glad
that a volume of his father’s letters moved the focus away from his homosexuality towards his



writing, was forever burdened by her notoriety as the mistress of H.G. Wells. Just as sometimes
her reputation seemed overshadowed by her former association, so did her personal life
become tormented and unhappy, largely as a result of her heartbreaking relationship with her
son. Anthony, unable to communicate with his mother any other way, wrote Heritage, a pastiche
of his troubled childhood, his very public retaliation against his ‘mother’s passionate desire to do
me harm’.7West’s bewilderment about this account is by turns touching and strangely
imperceptive. It seems that the meticulous and brilliant observations that West made of the world
did little to help her comprehend the changes happening much closer to her home.In another
illustration of her imperceptiveness in personal matters, we see the tragedy of West’s later years,
when, after her husband’s death, she found a stash of letters, photos and cards that revealed
the extent of his many infidelities, hidden from her throughout their long marriage. She
acknowledged that the marriage had not been as she had tried to believe it was: ‘I pretend to
have been happily married to Henry, whereas I was wretched with him’.8She was married to
Henry Maxwell Andrews for thirty-eight years, but he stopped making love to her within a couple
of years of their marriage. Despite the accolades brought by success, a DBE, a Légion
D’honneur, a Yugoslavian Sava, she never regained her confidence in her sexuality, or even in
her attractiveness to the opposite sex. Her brief affairs both before and after her marriage were
unsatisfactory and seemed only to highlight her own fears. When news of Henry’s indiscretions
with a range of women from all social spheres reached her, she blamed the sexlessness of their
marriage and her own unattractiveness as often as she blamed Henry’s poor mental health,
caused by the cerebral arteriosclerosis that she thought might have gnawed away at his sense
of right and wrong.She was the chronicler of her time, revelling in momentous global events, yet
somehow, like so many of us, never quite getting the hang of how to live. Happiness eluded her.
Often she despaired of her own passions and her ability to hold back. The outspoken opinions
that made much of her writing so compelling were her own undoing. She lamented, ‘It seems
that, on reflection, I do not behave as I would have liked to. Why do I spoil things by noisiness
and impulsiveness?’9She proudly referred to herself as a ‘news hen’ and often bemoaned the
difficulties for women of the time in that profession. In post-war London, she hung around anti-
Semitic demonstrations, in dimly lit, vaguely dangerous districts of North London, and reported
on them. Her journalism had captured the uneasy peace, the nervousness that followed the
Second World War, yet also gave a clue to her own contradictory nature. At the country home
she shared with Henry at Ibstone in Buckinghamshire, she took walks with her dog Albert,
basked in her surroundings, but then despaired of the isolation and loneliness that long winters
brought.In September 2010, when I was approaching the end of the years I had spent
researching and writing this book, I had lunch with a former employee of Rebecca West. Liz
Leyshon was Rebecca’s secretary in the late seventies. Originally we had met up some years
back so I could listen to Liz’s memories of her time with Rebecca. However, we soon found out
we had a lot in common and became friends, affording a late-afternoon, postprandial stroll the
combined pleasure of the comfort of friendship and the anticipation of a new glimpse of the



woman I was trying so hard to capture.We walked through Hyde Park to Princes Gate, and the
apartment where Rebecca lived until she died, after Ibstone, with its memories of her husband
and the life they had shared. We spoke to the doorman and walked through the hallway,
carpeted in red – it had been green in Rebecca’s time – to the garden. This was the place
Rebecca had called ‘the recreation ground for the dead’, where she had imagined a kind of
ghost of Henry standing below the trees, ‘his spectacled face turned upwards’.10 But it was also
the apartment where she had written the long rambling journal in which she described the pain
of Henry’s infidelity with a beautiful ballet dancer, and where she had learned of the horrible
death of her beloved great-grandchild.I stood in the garden and looked up at the narrow balcony,
where I was told Rebecca loved to sit on clement days, and thought of those last years of hers.
So little had been written about them and yet they were filled with as much spirit and sadness
and conflict as all the decades that had gone before. But it wasn’t Rebecca’s vision of Henry I
saw beneath the shady alder tree whose leaves made dappled light patterns all over her living
room, or even the grand old lady herself, Dame Rebecca West, familiar from so many television
interviews, not a woman in her eighties, but rather a young, giggling Cissie Fairfield. I thought of
the Cissie who ran around Max Beaverbrook’s garden in the old black-and-white film clip I’d
seen in a British Library cubicle. There she was, laughing by the rose bushes, flirting madly with
a handsome young man, running down the path, then turning to shout back at her beau in that
lovely actressy rich voice. Not a beautiful girl in the classical sense, but someone you were
compelled to watch, someone who lit up the garden and commanded it. Then she was gone: the
long white frock, the piled auburn hair, faded from my mind, leaving the garden and, more
importantly, her words, millions upon millions of them, the only things that might help me conjure
her again.* In his address at her memorial service on 21 April 1983, Bernard Levin reflected on
this, as well as on the fact that many everyday objects, such as matches, razor blades, aspirins
and zips, had not yet been invented.Chapter OneSCHUMANN AND THE SHABBY
PROSPEROIt was the first family home she could recollect. Sixty-six years after the Fairfield
family moved out, Rebecca West still recalled the address: 21 Streatham Place, by Brixton Hill.
Over time, her memories of the semi-detached, slightly dowdy Regency villa in South London
became increasingly idyllic. The overgrown garden with its green woodpecker, and the magical,
voluminous elder tree and grove of graceful chestnuts stayed in Rebecca’s imagination.
Generous high-ceilinged rooms, filled with fine, antique furniture worn beyond its best, and
settled into shabby gentility, became the background of the first remembered years of a
haphazard, but happy childhood. And, even in later years, the legacy of the ramshackle garden
would remain: the scent of the elder tree would fill her with ‘mystery and joy’.1In 1894, when the
family settled there, Rebecca, then Cicely Isabel Fairfield, was just two years old, the youngest
of three girls. Letitia, the eldest, was seven, while Winifred was five. Their parents, Charles and
Isabella Fairfield, had chosen the area largely for practical reasons. Streatham was the only
London suburb with all-night trams, convenient for Charles, who worked, albeit intermittently, as
a journalist.In those days, Streatham had an added advantage for the little girls. As part of the



celebrations for Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897, many of her Indian troops were
brought to London and billeted there for up to two years. These lavishly dressed, turbaned men
loved nothing better than fussing over children in their baby carriages as they passed in the park.
Cicely, known to her family as Cissie, was a dark child, and later she wondered if this was what
had made her particularly appealing to the homesick soldiers. They would lean over her
carriage, gesture to see if they might stroke the child within and watch delightedly as Cissie
grabbed out to reach the hilt of a dagger whose precious stones and gleaming metal glittered in
the sunlight. Occasionally these visitors even came to the house, presenting small gifts and
sweets for the children and delighting in Charles’ few words of Hindustani, learned by the side of
his older brother, Digby, while the latter was preparing for a commission in India. Charles
relished these encounters, impressing upon the children that they had to treat the Asiatic visitors
with respect at all times, to compensate for the ignorance of other, stupid people in the country
who would undoubtedly insult them. Isabella was by turns amused and wary.The house, it
seemed, was always filled with sound. Isabella was from a musical family; she played the piano
expertly and at times used her skill to earn a living for herself and her family. Beethoven sonatas
and Schumann’s ‘Carnaval’ echoed through the rooms and out onto the street, causing
passersby to stand at the Fairfield door to listen, and imbuing a lifelong love of music in each of
the girls. Political discussions and arguments were audible from Charles’ study. Stories were told
by both Isabella and Charles, in the evenings after dinner. The house had an air that was ‘thick
with conversation’.2 But the liveliness of this home atmosphere, the longing of the neighbours,
straining to hear the music from the Fairfield drawing room, belied the truth of the family’s
situation. The Fairfields were a family steadfastly aiming for respectability but constantly pulled
back by debts and money difficulties, mainly attributable to Charles’ irresponsibility.Charles
Fairfield had achieved some success as a writer and caricaturist for the Glasgow Herald and the
Melbourne Argus; his political beliefs tended towards the right and he was a key member of the
anti-socialist society the Liberty and Property Defence League. Charles and Isabella had spent
the earliest years of their relationship in Australia and Charles wrote disapprovingly of the state
socialism he observed there, claiming that it preached ‘to willing disciples the despicable gospel
of shirking, laziness, mendicancy, and moral cowardice’.3 Charles believed in educating his
daughters, thinking that they could better raise children and run a house if they were educated,
but opposed women’s suffrage, writing articles for the Argus which criticized suffragettes and
labelled them as ‘strange shipwrecked, lost souls’.4He did not drink but his abstemiousness
regarding alcohol contrasted with his sexual licentiousness. Not only was he promiscuous, but
he had a marked predilection for women employed by Isabella as governesses and servants, as
well as for prostitutes he picked up on the street.5 Isabella was aware of his affairs and would
challenge him, asking if he meant to leave the family and marry whatever woman he was
dallying with at the time. His reply was always the same: ‘Good gracious no, I certainly don’t
intend to marry them!’6 Additionally he had a ‘stock gambling mania’ that meant the few things
of value the family did have were sold or pawned in the pursuit of promised riches that never



materialized.7 While they were living in Streatham one of the last heirlooms, a family portrait,
was sold to provide food and rent, and Cissie regarded it as miraculous that the painting had
managed to escape his speculations for so long.The sisters grew up believing that Charles’
family background was Irish and aristocratic. Property in Ireland, although mortgaged more than
once and in a state of disrepair, supplemented the family’s meagre resources with rental income
throughout the girls’ childhood. Despite Charles’ womanizing and gambling, his undeniable
charm meant that he retained a kind of romantic veneer for his youngest daughter; he would be
portrayed as the ‘shabby Prospero’ in her novel The Fountain Overflows. Charles was the
magical father in hand-me-down clothes, a brooding figure who looked ‘exotic, romantic, and a
zealot’.8 She proudly observed the farm girls flirting with him when they went together to buy
milk and was captivated by his ‘physical maleness’.9 She loved his ‘extraordinary intellectual
liveliness’.10 It was an idealized perception, a child’s adoration of her father, but, in time, it would
shadow every serious romantic relationship that Cissie ever had.Charles was a skilled horseman
and a gifted orator, family stories abounded about his brilliance. In one frequently recounted tale
he was said to have held his own in a debate against George Bernard Shaw. Charles and the
younger Irish immigrant Shaw debated all night in the Conway Hall until a weary caretaker came
and turned out the lights. While she was growing up, Cissie was quick to draw comparisons
between her father’s personality and her own. She loved the fact that he kept late hours, just as
she loved and took great delight in his approbation. She enjoyed recalling a time in Streatham
when Charles found her playing in the garden soil. He asked her what she was doing and she
explained that she was digging up conkers she had buried earlier. When he asked why, she
replied, ‘I am God and they are people, and I made them die and now I am resurrecting them.’
Puzzled, but obviously impressed, Charles sat beside her and continued, ‘But why did you make
the people die if you meant to dig them up again? Why didn’t you just leave them alone?’ Cissie
replied, ‘Well that would have been all right for them. But it would have been no fun for me.’11 His
amusement and admiration were obvious even to a toddler, and she ran to him and was swung
up into his arms. When Charles related the conversation to his wife, he said that his daughter
‘had blown the whole gaffe’, and he saw an exciting future for her ‘on the lines of the atheist
popes of the middle ages’.12Charles took his impoverished family to Regents Park and Hyde
Park to teach them the ‘points of the horse’, even though the family’s social position was not one
where such knowledge was useful or relevant.13 His was the air of a chaotically driven man,
compelled to try to be the best at everything that mattered to him, and even more importantly to
be seen to be better than any of his peers. Beyond that, even the doting Cissie conceded ‘he
had not a moral idea in the world’. Isabella attributed the downturn in family fortunes to Charles’
recklessness, but his personal history was far more sinister than either his wife or daughters
knew.14*†Charles Fairfield was born in County Kerry to an army officer who was a minor
landowner, and his second wife.15 He was one of five children, with three brothers, Digby, Arthur
and Edward, and a sister, Lettie. Digby went to India with the Royal Artillery and was dead of
cholera by the age of only twenty-five. Arthur went on to marry a woman called Sophie Blew



Jones. Her tales of her brother-in-law’s early life were dismissed as fantasy by Cissie, who
loathed her dreaded Aunt Sophie. At just over seventeen, Charles enlisted as an ensign in the
Rifle Brigade, and was subsequently promoted to lieutenant. Based in his company’s depot, he
made the most of London, joining a club and the Royal United Service Institute. The Institute
occupied several buildings between Whitehall Yard and New Scotland Yard and included a
museum which was open to the public, and a library exclusively for the members’ use.The library
and the museum housed a very impressive collection of books, coins, medals and regimental
badges and were designed to be of interest to the intellectual officer looking for a good place to
relax in a convenient location. Charles enjoyed these but also sought entertainment befitting an
officer, in hunting and steeplechasing, becoming a moderately successful rider. Putting horses
into races cost money and so he subsidized his activities on the turf by gambling – for quite
considerable sums of money. His army career was short-lived and he resigned his commission
only three years after becoming a lieutenant. He had served for just seven years and five
months; four years had been spent at the depot and more than two years on leave, at a time
when almost all of his contemporaries were on active service overseas.Charles moved back
with his mother and brothers and briefly took up a career on the stage, joining a company that
specialized in burlesques of popular plays. Then, at the age of twenty-seven, Charles left
London and his family, boarding the City of Baltimore and arriving in New York on 24 March
1868.16 But he no sooner set foot in America than he booked another passage and
mysteriously sailed straight back to London. He applied for a post as Secretary at the Soldiers’
Daughters’ Home soon after his arrival. The charity had an office in Whitehall and ran a hostel at
Rosslyn Hill in Hampstead. While waiting to hear about his application, penurious after his
American trip, Charles visited his club and the Institute Library. The cabinets filled with coins,
medals and badges proved too much of a temptation and, over the following two months,
Charles stole more than four hundred specimens, making a half-hearted attempt to cover his
theft by cutting out pages from the manuscript catalogue that related to some of the items he
had taken.He traded in the valuables he had hoarded, selling them at gold- and silversmiths in
Soho, Covent Garden and the City, and less flamboyantly, at pawnbrokers, including one in St
Martin’s Lane. With the jewellers he used his own name, but with the pawnbrokers, he was more
discreet. His final visit to the library was to lift a two-volume edition of Coleridge’s letters. The
goods found their way back to someone who recognized them and, a week later, when Charles
returned to the library, he was detained. He was wearing one of the stolen gold coins, as if it
were a medal, attached to his jacket.He was quickly identified by a wholesaler from Garrick
Street as the man who had sold him the stolen goods; Charles confessed, going so far as to
volunteer the information that he had been cutting pages out of the catalogues to obscure how
much he had actually stolen. Charles’ mother, Arabella, and his brothers, Arthur and Edmund,
were stunned and began their own search of the house in Pimlico as soon as news of his arrest
reached them.On 1 October 1868, Charles was brought before Bow Street magistrates’ court.
Charles’ former rank and good family meant that the case garnered a huge amount of publicity.



The trial was covered in the London papers and the story was syndicated across the country;
Charles was identified by name and by his battalion in the Rifle Brigade.17 Some headlines
hinted darkly at the possibility of insanity. The second hearing came two weeks later and one of
his brothers obligingly produced the pages from the coin catalogue which he had found stuffed
and hidden in a drawer in Charles’ bedroom. Additionally, there were sixteen gold and thirty-
seven silver coins at home, which Charles had not had time to sell. Charles pleaded guilty and
his barrister pleaded mitigation on the grounds of unsound mind. It was the only option; theft of
such a magnitude could carry a prison sentence of up to twenty years. His actions did not seem
entirely rational; his failure even to try to hide his crime, once it had been discovered, and the
brazen way in which he had conducted it did not seem reasonable in the light of his evident
intelligence. The court concluded that Charles did understand the nature of his crime, but made
no explicit judgement as to whether he was sane or not.Charles was sentenced to five years’
penal servitude, an exceptionally light sentence given the gravity of his offence, and his family
were left to decide whether to appeal to the Home Secretary for leniency. They did not. He was
taken to Pentonville and immediately assessed as ‘delicate’ and ‘thin’, weighing just a little over
ten stone, despite being five foot nine in height.18 The weeks in custody had taken their toll on
his officer’s physique. There was an added surprise; at some point he had been infected with
syphilis.19 This was a secret, like his criminality, that Charles would keep throughout his life.
Charles’ family continued to visit him, despite the shame of his imprisonment, and when he was
finally released, it was on licence to his old home address in St George’s Square.When Arabella
died, less than two years after Charles’ release, she left the St George’s Square house to Arthur
and Edward as well as equal shares in the Irish property. To Charles, a testament to his disgrace,
she left only £600, less £50 she had already loaned him on his release from prison. When
Edward died childless, he too did not include his black-sheep brother as an heir, instead dividing
his inheritance between Arthur and Isabella.20A decade after Charles left prison he sailed to
Australia aboard the John Elder. In Melbourne he met Isabella Campbell Mackenzie, thirteen
years his junior. They married in 1883 and settled in St Kilda, a suburb of the city, to have a
family. The missing years before his voyage, Cissie came to believe, were spent in America. She
later told her sisters that their mother was Charles’ second wife, and that he had been married to
a woman called Allison, and given her a little boy. Cissie claimed to have found and met her half-
brother, but the rest of the family, who were never introduced, remained sceptical as to whether
he existed or not.Isabella Campbell Mackenzie was a Scotswoman. Her immediate family
included a brother, Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who was the principal of the Royal Academy of
Music. Isabella had made her own living, prior to her marriage, by working as a musical
governess to a wealthy family in London. Her employees, the Heinemanns, were a cosmopolitan
couple, a Jewish businessman from Hanover, naturalized as British, and his American wife; they
had eight children. Isabella taught the two daughters, Emily and Clara, and the family were so
taken with her that after she left she received a small pension from the mother, who had become
as much of a friend as an employer. The relationship between Isabella and her former pupils



also endured and the eldest daughter, Emily Bolland, became Cissie’s godmother.Acutely aware
of the importance of appearances, Isabella worked hard to give her children some of the
trappings of a middle-class life. But the concerts and theatre and clothes she saw as essential
dwindled further and further away from financial reality each year. The time she had spent in St
Kilda, just after her marriage to Charles, became imbued with nostalgia. When she spoke of
their house near the beach, of swimming in the sea with her eldest children, her voice filled with
longing.In Britain, she searched tirelessly for scholarships and awards that might give her
daughters the education she could otherwise not afford. Yet education was more than good
schooling, and she allowed Cissie to play truant so she could see Sarah Bernhardt in a matinee.
Isabella was ingenious at finding new ways to rescue the family from poverty. Typewriting was a
new skill, much in demand, so she took classes, briefly supporting her daughters by typing for a
couple of American evangelists, Torry and Alexander. When they learned of her musical abilities,
she took charge of that side of their sermons too, whacking ‘the Glory song out on the grand
piano on the platform’.21 Her daughter thought it ‘a very noble thing to do’.22By the time the
family settled in Streatham, Charles’ womanizing and squandering had led to a breakdown in the
relationship between him and his wife. It was no longer a happy marriage. Cissie had been the
result of an unsuccessful attempt at reconciliation between her parents and after her birth they
slept in separate rooms.23 For Cissie, her parents’ relationship would always be ‘the marriage of
loneliness to loneliness’.24Just two years after the family settled in their South London house,
the Dreyfus case dominated the press and Charles quickly took it up as a terrible miscarriage of
justice, championing Dreyfus. In 1894, a small counter-intelligence unit of the French army, the
Statistical Section, received word that information about the French army was being passed on
to the enemy – a discarded memorandum had been found in a waste-paper basket in the
German Embassy in Paris. On inspection, the French General Staff concluded that this
information was important and secret and furthermore could only have been passed on by an
artilleryman. Captain Alfred Dreyfus was suspected, for no better reason than his handwriting
was deemed to have some similarity to that of the memorandum. This was scant evidence, and
– added to the fact that there were no clearly defined consequences of the purported crime – the
whole thing should have been dropped. But Dreyfus was Jewish and anti-Semitism was rife. Just
two weeks after his arrest, the press named Dreyfus, and the anti-Semitic daily La Libre Parole
capitalized on the opportunity. Dreyfus was court-martialled and sentenced to life imprisonment
on Devil’s Island, a former leper colony. Charles’ stance was unusual for the time; Letitia
remembered the frequent debates in the house, later pointing out that ‘from the English point of
view there wasn’t much concern at that time about anti-Semitism’.25Just one year later, in 1895,
in a tragic echo of the much-more-publicized event, Charles’ brother Edward Fairfield, then
Assistant Undersecretary at the Colonial Office, found himself cast as the victim in another
miscarriage of justice. The Jameson Raid, as it was known, was supported by the Colonial
Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain. Volunteers, supporting a rebellion of predominantly British
settlers who hoped to create a united South Africa, led by Sir Leander Starr Jameson, attempted



to raid the Boer colony of the Transvaal. The foray was opposed by Edward, who was convinced
that it would replace the anti-African Boer government with something still more dangerous. His
position was in direct opposition to that of his superior, Chamberlain.In July, Edward Fairfield
seemed to be vindicated when the raiders, who had, after all, launched an attack on a friendly
state without any declaration of war, were put on trial in England and convicted. Four were
condemned to death, although not actually killed, others were sent to prison.26 But Edward,
who had so vehemently argued against the action, found himself a scapegoat for Chamberlain,
and was charged with sending approval for the raid to go ahead.Broken by the stress and the
public shame, Edward died in 1897, still waiting for the hearing that might have cleared his
name. When Charles heard, he went into Cissie’s bedroom and opened her curtains wide to the
night-time. He lay down on the bed beside his nine-year-old daughter and she heard him
humming softly to her. His soft music gave way at first to sobs, and then to quiet tears as they
rested together, watching the branches of a tree swaying in the starlight.Edward’s legacy was to
leave his nieces with ‘a very acute sense of what the real meaning of empire was – if you got
people who were killing each other and slaughtering each other and putting out their children to
be eaten by jackals and lived under terror of ghosts – you brought what you thought was
civilization to them’.27 One of Cissie’s earliest published articles would begin: ‘There are two
kinds of imperialists – imperialists and bloody imperialists.’28 Still later, the Dreyfus case would
represent for her an early form of Fascism: ‘The crux of the case was that it didn’t matter whether
Dreyfus was guilty or not, you mustn’t spoil the image of the army. That was more or less
Fascist.’29Her sister Lettie acknowledged the significance more explicitly. It was one of the most
formative events of their life, because it showed the children how important politics could be,
‘that they couldn’t be kept remote from one’s personal life’.30For Cissie, Streatham was ‘a dark
place with something like light pouring out through the windows, but it was not light, it was the
force pulsing out of our family’.31 But her elder sister, Lettie, had a less romantic view of it. As an
adult she remembered it as that ‘dreadful little hovel’.32 It was not the only matter on which the
two disagreed. Lettie was the bane of Cissie’s childhood. She believed that her elder sister
resented her, regarding her as ‘a revolting intruder in her home’. Lettie’s capacity for unprovoked
‘sullen anger’ and her jibes at Cissie that she was ‘a destructive child’ frightened her younger
sister and coloured their relationship throughout their lives.33 When Lettie did deign to speak to
her, Cissie thought it was always with ‘rage in her voice’ and a constant aim to humiliate
her.34This was in complete contrast to the middle sister, Winnie. Rebecca thought Winnie lovely,
in later life even saying she had been ‘the most beautiful child’ she had ever seen.35 Always
perceived by Cissie as kind and gentle, Winnie read poetry to her younger sister and went
walking with her, hand in hand. In 1897, when both Lettie and Winnie contracted meningitis and
were close to death, it was Winnie’s recovery that Cissie awaited and rejoiced in, because she
would again have someone ‘to walk with me who would pick me up if I fell and pluck me back if I
started to cross the road without making sure it was clear’.36 The sisters had a series of
nicknames for each other, some of which lasted over the years. Cissie was ‘Anne’, a name



derived in fun from her childhood pronunciation of Antelope, and her insistence that ‘Anne
Telloppy’ was the way it should be said. The name stuck, so that for years afterwards she still
signed letters to her sisters as ‘Anne’. Winnie and Lettie were known as Podge or Cow and
Frisk.Charles’ arrangement with the Melbourne Argus came to an end in 1897, and the change
in economic circumstances necessitated another house-move. Their new home, in Richmond,
was unanimously disliked by the three sisters, but its cost was far more suited to the family’s
meagre budget. It was a run-down eight-bedroomed place with a small garden, on Hathersage
Road. Isabella’s Scottish relatives still thought this ‘extravagant madness’ at £60 per year, but it
was cheap by London standards at the time.37Charles stayed with his family for only three more
years. While he admired his wife and was proud of his daughters, Cissie realized ‘he felt no
desire to keep or assist us in any way’. In 1900 Charles left London, and his family, for Sierra
Leone, where he hoped to launch a pharmaceuticals factory. Charles wrote to Lettie, now
sixteen years old, from Kensington before his departure: ‘This is a venture on which I go.’38 He
was sixty years old and seemed to Lettie to have no more sense of responsibility than his
youngest child.The family was divided still further when Lettie was accepted at the Medical
School of Edinburgh University. She had won a grant from the Carnegie Trust to help with the
fees. Isabella’s aging mother was in poor health and so Isabella travelled to Edinburgh with her
eldest daughter, to look for a home so that the family might relocate there. In the meantime,
Cissie would go as a boarder to a school in Bournemouth, where Jessie Watson Campbell, one
of her cousins, taught music and French.Charles’ venture in Sierra Leone failed. Unsurprisingly,
given his age and lack of relevant experience. He only managed to scrape the return fare home
as far as the Elder Dempster Docks in Liverpool. There he stayed for five years, living just a mile
from the docks, in Toxteth, eking out an existence in the back room of a boarding house by
copying documents. Destitute as he was, he did not return to his wife and children, believing he
would bring them more hardship than comfort in his reduced circumstances. When he died, in
that same dingy room, his wife was sent to collect his body. It lay in a narrow cot bed. All of his
possessions, even his studs and cufflinks and the battered old dressing case he’d first set out
with, were gone, presumably sold or pawned. Beside his corpse the doctor who attended him
had found scrawled messages on scraps of paper, declaring his love for his wife and his
daughters.39 It was one of these notes, with the words ‘Bad News. Come immediately’ written
on the back, that had summoned his widow.40 Isabella alone attended and arranged the simple
burial. The grave remained bare until Lettie arranged for a kerb and inscription in 1927.
Afterwards, Isabella went to Liverpool cathedral, where, tears streaming down her cheeks, she
listened to a choirboy with a pure and sweet voice, singing ‘I know that my Redeemer liveth’.41
Before travelling home, she visited the boarding house a final time. There, she had a chance
meeting with a young clerk, a fellow boarder of her late husband’s, whom Charles seemed to
have befriended in his last two years. Charles had been a competent Spanish speaker and
helped the young man prepare for an exam. The clerk said to her, ‘At first we didn’t believe all his
stories of great men, he talked as if he had known them, and then I went to the Public Library



and checked up on some stories, and of course, they were all true.’42 The stories were all that
remained. Cissie wrote, ‘If he had been found dead in a hedgerow he could not have been more
picked bare of possessions.’43A regimental badge, left behind when Charles departed for
Africa, was the only memento Cissie had of the father she adored. She kept it with her,
displaying it in flats and houses, in the middle of the mantelpiece, the only item she had that ‘he
could ever have held in his hand’.44* It is possible that Isabella or the eldest child, Lettie, knew
more than they ever told the others. Alison Selford, Winnie’s daughter (one of Cissie’s sisters),
told me in an interview that she thought only Lettie of the girls might have had even an inkling
about Charles’ early disgrace. However, the revelations about Charles came as a complete
surprise to everyone in the family now living.† Memoirs D, 2/51/7: ‘A long time before he married
my father had realized and spent [what] he had inherited from his parents, and my mother saw
this as the cause of our poverty’, Tulsa.Chapter TwoDISTURBING SPIRITSThe family settled in
Edinburgh. Isabella found them a house that was both convenient for Lettie’s studies and large
enough for them to be comfortable. Their new home was in the Meadows, at 2 Hope Park
Square, on the corner of a run-down area but overlooking the Park on one side and the backs of
houses of George Square on the other. It had three bedrooms, a dining room and a drawing
room but no garden, and at just £16 per year meant they could all survive on the allowance
Isabella still received in conjunction with her earnings. Isabella realized on her husband’s
departure that she was going to have to find some way of supporting her family. Her odd typing
jobs had grown into a small business and, assisted by her youngest daughter, she regularly
typed manuscripts for several clients, including the music faculty of Edinburgh
University.Finances were still precarious and the family was thrown into further apprehension
when Isabella’s benefactress, Mrs Heinneman, passed away. But fortunately Mrs Heinneman’s
eldest daughter, Cissie’s godmother, Emily Bolland, despite money problems of her own,
continued to honour her mother’s gift. For Isabella, Edinburgh meant a quieter life than she had
enjoyed in London, limited by working, caring for her mother and by the fact that her thirty-year
absence meant that she had lost most of the friends she had ever had in the area.Arthur
Fairfield’s widow, Sophie, came to visit and the twelve-year-old Cissie was appalled by her
attitude to her and Winnie. Aunt Sophie insisted they were a burden on their mother, a fact that
Cissie found absurd given that both she and Winnie had scholarships by this time; only Lettie
escaped her censure. In fact it was a gift of £100 from Aunt Sophie that enabled Lettie to take up
her medical award. Aunt Sophie also told critical stories of their late father, tales that were
dismissed by Cissie as malicious and untrue, but were less of an invention than the girls
suspected. Aunt Sophie was ‘the terror of my childhood, a coarse-featured and coarse-voiced
harridan, who always seemed drunk though sober’.1 Cissie also felt that her attitude further
consolidated Lettie’s sense of superiority to her sisters, increasing the tension that already
existed between them. Lettie’s age may have contributed to her less-defensive attitude towards
their father; she remembered more of what had gone on. For her, he would always have a ‘sense
of degradation about him’.2 Decades later, in 1956, Rebecca was still writing to a friend



lamenting about the malicious story about her father that had been repeated by a hated relative
over the years, a story that she was sure was a lie.3When money was very short, Isabella fed
her children and starved herself so that she seemed almost skeletally thin and haggard to her
daughters.4 Cissie remembered family meals as a ‘dreary diet of bread and butter, porridge and
eggs and milk’.5 But despite the difficulties, Cissie always said that her greatest defence against
the sorrows of her life, in her later years, was the heritage from both of her parents. They both
had a tremendous capacity for joy, which could override even the most meagre of surroundings:
her father, concentrating on his delicate watercolours, and glowing as he discussed a political
idea; her mother playing Schumann or teaching her daughters to admire the splendour and
grace of Hampton Court.The girls tried to make the best of their new situation. Winnie left
Edinburgh to return south, in order to take up a scholarship at Cheltenham Ladies College, the
famous boarding school. And when the family moved again, to a flat at 24 Buccleuch Place,
Cissie gained a bursary to nearby George Watson’s Ladies College. Cissie was well educated
there; her subjects included Latin, Greek and music. Beyond school, and in spite of their
economic struggles, Isabella continued to try to sustain the girls’ cultural education, managing to
take her daughters to classical concerts so that they saw both Debussy and Saints-Saëns
perform.Yet, in spite of their good upbringing and education, the girls remained painfully aware
of what they saw as their inability to fit in. Edwardian social life was defined by class, and the
girls’ lack of money and run-down lodgings were not compatible with the expectations of their
schoolmates. They did not belong to either the working or the middle class and found
friendships and social opportunities difficult as a result.The matter was brought home to them
when Lettie and Cissie were invited to visit Emily Bolland, at her home in the Midlands. They
travelled together, worrying about the shoddiness of their clothes, hoping that their hosts would
be ‘too kind to mind’, but looking forward to evenings of music and intellectual conversation.
Instead they found themselves made fully aware of the lowliness of their social position in
comparison with that of Emily and reminded that they were, after all, just ‘the former governess’s
children’.6Cissie’s health was shaky and a tubercular infection of the left lung caused her
schooling to end prematurely in 1907, although not before she had won the best-essay prize.
Her illness necessitated long periods of rest and the convalescence thus enforced on the young
girl seemed to make her reflective; she read voraciously, passing hours in the Carnegie Library,
and wrote notebooks and diaries. Eventually these gave way to an unfinished autobiographical
novel, The Sentinel.7As her health improved, she began to take advantage of Edinburgh’s
proximity to the countryside and wrote to Lettie, now working at a Jewish hospital in Manchester,
of her invigorating hikes around the Pentlands. However, far from behaving with the decorum
that would have been expected on these walks, Cissie was already beginning to rebel against
the expectations of society. She reported proudly to her sister that she alone of the small party of
women dared to climb up Habbie’s Howe, and went on to explain that it was made all the easier
because she’d taken her shoes and stockings off and run along the heather barefoot. Her
descent was carefully observed, much to her amusement, by three pairs of opera glasses,



behind which stood a rather conservative American woman dressed in rich black silk and large
hat, her very henpecked-looking husband, and their subdued son. When Cissie reached the
bottom they had disappeared, but after paddling in the river, she turned a corner to find them
picnicking together. It was too much for them, and unable to hide their horror at her impropriety,
they stood suddenly, dropping their lunch and shouting, ‘Why! She hasn’t got her shoes and
stockings on yet!’8Despite the family’s pleasure in the outings and little joys that Edinburgh
offered them, money was still a constant concern. When Isabella became ill with diphtheria and
was taken into hospital, the rent fell into arrears. A cheque arrived from Ireland too late and could
not be endorsed by the seriously ailing woman. Recently vaccinated against diphtheria, and
consequently feeling ill, as well as sick with worry for her mother, Cissie had to go to the landlord
alone and beg for more time to pay. He acquiesced, but not before shouting at the pathetic figure
in front of him.Edinburgh, as well as London and Manchester, had been a centre for women’s
suffrage since the movement’s inception in 1867. The original groups were small but vocal, with
committed, campaigning members who had managed to grow the number of active
organizations to over seventy by the time Cissie was fifteen. Charles had always been
passionately opposed to the idea of the female vote, partly because of its link to the socialist
movement. It was not until he left for Africa that two of his daughters, Lettie and Cissie, quickly
became enthusiastic supporters of the cause. Cissie joined the Edinburgh ‘Votes For Women’
club, a sort of ‘secret militant society’. Lettie, in Manchester, became a vanguard member of the
Women’s Social and Political Union. The WSPU and its sister organizations were vibrant groups
made up of women united by idealism, who, uniquely for the time, came from all classes of
society. For the first time, the two girls, who had spent their lives worrying about their relative
social position, had found a group where it was of little, or no, concern. They made firm friends
and rallied to defend their compatriots. Although both of her daughters were involved in the
cause, Isabella was less enthusiastic, having already been called to question by Cissie’s
headmistress for her daughter’s difficult and radical views.George Watson’s Ladies College,
while providing an excellent education, was not a place for young women who did ‘extraordinary
things’. As a scholarship student, Cissie was warned that she should subdue her will to those
who supported her or lose their backing. One cause of her headmistress’s anger was that
Cissie’s opinions had been published; her first, passionate letter to the Scotsman appeared on
the Editor’s letters page on 16 October 1907. This had been a spirited defence of Suffrage for
Women, drawing particular attention to the tragic plight of working-class women in leadworks,
and was a counterattack to a letter written by a reader calling herself ‘Mater’.The sisters’ shared
commitment and enthusiasm seemed to alleviate the difficulties that had plagued their
childhood relationship. After Lettie finished working in Manchester, she went to take up a post as
a clinical assistant in London and she and Cissie exchanged frequent, lengthy letters telling one
another of their respective suffragette activity. They attended local demonstrations, handing out
leaflets and chronicling events in their letters and in the news pamphlets of their
organizations.When Sir Edward Grey, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, proposed a visit to



speak at Leith Gaiety Theatre on 4 December 1909, he prompted an unprecedented degree of
security in the area. He was an unpopular figure with supporters of the suffrage campaign.
Unusually for the Liberal cabinet, he was a staunch supporter of the prime minister, Asquith. To
the dismay of suffragettes across the country, Asquith, who was open in his contempt for the
movement, had replaced the ailing Campbell-Bannerman as leader of the country in 1908. While
Asquith’s stance was opposed by many of his own ministers, Grey was a loyal adherent.
Following a public meeting of his in 1905, suffragette demonstrators were imprisoned for the first
time, expressly at his insistence, because they protested during his speech. He was passionate
and dogmatic in his support for the status quo with regard to voting legislation.On the Monday
after Grey’s visit to Leith, the Scotsman reported that in order to keep the ‘disturbing spirits’ at
bay ‘all the approaches [to the theatre] were vigilantly guarded by stewards, and all the streets
were patrolled by numbers of policemen in plain clothes and uniform’. Cissie pointed out to her
sister that in fact the majority of the police presence had been around the Waverley Theatre and
the platform where Grey was going to speak. Knowing this, the suffragettes had concentrated
their attention on his visit to the Gaiety.Streets in Leith were, and are, narrow and confusing. The
accumulation of protestors and crowds led to inevitable congestion and confusion in the maze of
wynds and paths around the theatre.9 Fixing her hair up in a bun, Cissie, just weeks short of her
seventeenth birthday, tried to make herself look older so she might be taken more seriously.
Armed with piles of the Society’s handbills, she headed for Leith where her fellow members were
already congregated. The wording of the papers that she handed out to the growing crowds was
explicit: ‘Men and Women of Leith – Come and teach Sir Edward Grey and his Liberal Cabinet
that they must reckon with me when they oppress women.’Cissie was caught up in the
excitement of the day. Wayward and defiant, she mimicked the dress and mannerisms of her
newfound group of friends. The large crowd of WSPU and National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Society members were mainly gathered around a rather tatty wagonette at the foot of Leith Walk.
On this wagonette, a series of women gave speeches on their aims and determination. Edith
Hudson was a familiar figure to those on the suffrage scene. A hospital nurse of forty, with a
strong physique, she was an important activist in the Edinburgh branch of the WSPU, and a
neighbour to the Fairfields. The information we have of her is scant and contradictory. In a
skirmish two years after the Leith protest, she was held in Holloway Prison where she was
reported as having knocked out six of the attending wardens who were attempting to force feed
her, yet a friend referred to her as ‘about the most gentle person I knew’. Cissie thought she was
magnificent.Clutching the purple, white and green flag that represented the cause, Edith
climbed down from the wagonette, with the crowd, including Cissie, in hot pursuit.10 Running to
the theatre, Miss Hudson tried to storm the doors, but the police managed to divert her up a
narrow close. Here she was temporarily imprisoned by the crowd who had rushed to offer their
support. As they continued to push towards her, she found the only exit from the narrow passage
blocked by the jostling hordes.But in a second it was over. Miss Hudson was carried aloft over
the crowd, back to the theatre doors, by a well-built man dressed in working clothes. Cissie



looked on, breathless and excited. This time the police did not try to corral Miss Hudson away
from the building but instead beat her repeatedly. Cissie’s exhilaration turned to dismay, then
horror, as she watched the woman she regarded as a heroine hit repeatedly on the windpipe,
and finally retaliate by grabbing the offending officer by the throat.11 The ensuing melee
affected many of the spectators, who howled in outrage as policemen beat them down with
truncheons. Cissie wrote ‘It was a disgusting sight – one man had his head cut open ear to ear,
and several people were covered with blood.’12Cissie’s description captured something of the
feeling and the horror of this first-hand experience of violence, but also set down a heroic image,
one which captivated her sister. Miss Hudson, bruised ‘from the elbow to the shoulder’, clutching
her throat with one hand, was led away. Cissie was captivated by her bravery and determination,
admiring how she ‘held the purple, white and green flag above her head the whole time’, even as
she was finally taken into custody.13Her campaigning for the WSPU necessitated trips around
the country and Cissie travelled to Harrogate in Yorkshire and was adopted by one of the leaders
there, Mary Gawthorpe. She was a ‘merry, militant saint’.14 Cissie observed ‘she had wit and
common sense and courage, each to the point of genius’ and named her ‘Lovey Mary’.15 Both
sisters became friends with her, as well as admirers of her ‘great charm’ and ability to enthral an
audience. Cissie’s adulation of Mary is most apparent in The Sentinel, her first, incomplete
attempt at a novel.16 Its heroine, sixteen-year-old Adele Furnivall, is a committed suffragette
and there are striking similarities between the narrative of The Sentinel and Mary Gawthorpe’s
life story.17Descriptions of suffrage meetings feature also in a second novel, The Judge, written
a few years later. From these it is clear that the young author was captivated by the dramatic
looks and manner of many of the women.Mrs Ormiston, the mother of the famous rebels
Brynhild, Melissa, and Guendolen, and herself a heroine, lifted a pale face where defiance dwelt
among the remains of dark loveliness like a beacon lit on a grey castle keep; and Mrs Mark Lyle,
a white and golden wonder in a beautiful bright dress, moved swimmingly about and placed
herself on a chair like a fastidioxus lily choosing its vase. Oh! it was going to be lovely!18If the
drama of the suffragette movement had captured Cissie’s imagination, the drama of the stage
attracted her ambition, mirroring the theatricality she revelled in, but seeming to offer a career.
Letters about suffrage activity became regularly punctuated by others filled with commentary
and criticism of the productions she attended. Captivated by, and at times critical of, the
performances of great actresses – not only Sarah Bernhardt, but Ellen Terry and Mrs Patrick
Campbell – Cissie joined an amateur drama group. The group was disappointing. She regarded
its organizer, Graeme Goring, as ‘a perfect and Entire Ass with an absorbing reverence for the
romantic drama’ and thought his only redeeming feature was that he was a good voice coach.19
When Cissie was finally given a part she was mortified. She had to enter a room tap dancing,
her hands behind her back, singing:Handy Spandy Spicketty Spo!Which will you have, high top
or low?20And this to ‘an elderly gentleman in a perfectly cut grey suit’; it was ‘a severe trial’.21
Then, in 1908, Cissie was invited as a backstage guest of the Kings Theatre in Edinburgh. She
found it lovely, admired the beautiful dresses, and stressed to Lettie in a letter how highly



respectable it really was. But, she said, the company was very bushossy – a made-up word the
sisters used to describe someone overworked and underfed, like a bus horse or ‘bushos’, a
horse that pulled the buses. This did not deter her. On the contrary, buoyed up by the
experience, she wrote to Lettie that she and her companion Nellie ‘were about the best looking
there’. She was now determined to pursue a career on the stage.22 Her sisters were less
enthusiastic. Winnie was wary of some aspects of the profession and had refused to take Cissie
to see Vesta Tilley, whose cross-dressing she regarded as shocking. Furthermore Cissie’s
temperament did not seem ideally suited to the stage. She tended to faint when she was upset
and Winnie worried that this, coupled with a very slight involuntary facial tick, which manifested
when Cissie was stressed, would make a theatrical career impossible.Her sisters’ misgivings
proved to be unfounded when, during a charity performance in a local theatre, Rosina Filippi, a
teacher at the Academy of Dramatic Art (ADA), noticed Cissie and invited her to audition for the
ADA. Filippi felt that Cissie’s character and mannerisms were ideally suited to comedy and
assured her that she would not only graduate well from drama school but be able to find work.A
year after her backstage visit, Cissie travelled to London, and wrote to Lettie of her melodramatic
first day. She fainted on the stairs at Baker Street tube station, on the way to her audition, and
three women rushed to attend to her, concerned that she was alone in the city. She explained
weakly that a theatrical manager would be coming for her and the women responded, ‘Poor child
– an actress! I’ll pay for the brandy’.23 The judging panel was apprized of her illness and
stopped her audition because she ‘looked so bad’, but nevertheless offered her a
place.Afterwards, Cissie went to York Road in Lambeth to meet a friend of Lettie’s. Again, the
excitement of the day proved too much and she collapsed on the doorstep, only to be taken in by
Chris Hartley. In time, Chris and Cissie became friends, and on this first occasion Chris
welcomed her in and, when the younger girl had recovered, chatted with her about mutual
friends and some scandalous gossip concerning the well-known writer H.G. Wells and his new
book, Ann Veronica.Following the success of her ADA audition, seventeen-year-old Cissie and
her family moved back to London. The hiatus in the feuding between the eldest and youngest
sister continued, although Cissie ceased to be an active suffragette after her arrival at drama
school. Cissie’s letters to her sister showed her excitement and happiness that they were at last
to be closer. She joked ‘it will be good to be nearer you so we can inspect you at more frequent
intervals’ and went on to write delightedly of their plans for the garden that surrounded their new
home. Winnie was drawing up the plans, but while Isabella stipulated wallflowers, Cissie insisted
on a lilac bush and an almond tree. They named the semi-detached cottage, at 5 Chatham
Close in Hampstead Garden Suburb, Fairliehope Cottage, after a farmhouse in the Pentland
Hills with a beautiful view of the Forth.Cissie’s term dates meant she had to travel to London
before the family could move into their new home. She was disappointed to be made to stay with
the hated Aunt Sophie rather than with her mother’s relatives, the Mackenzies. They were
regarded by the Fairfield family as ‘vulgar’ but Cissie infinitely preferred them because of their
musical abilities and bohemian ways. Cissie found the stress of her stay unbearable, and was



frequently bursting into tears because of real or imagined slights from her relative.Lettie was
already established in London and, like her friend Chris Hartley, had joined the Fabian Society, a
popular socialist organization made more attractive by famous members such as George
Bernard Shaw and Sidney Webb. She introduced her sister, who became part of the circle while
still a student at drama school. However, Cissie’s theatrical education was not a success. Filippi
rowed with the head of the school, Kenneth Barnes, and had left by the time Cissie became a
student. The principal proved to be none too fond of his former employee’s protégée. Arrogant
and insecure, Cissie became dispirited as she was given only male parts, even harbouring
beliefs that Barnes was out to get her.24 She retaliated by analysing every proposed play from a
literary point of view and questioning the value of performing it at all, a trait which
understandably made her unpopular with the teachers. Lacking the conventional beauty of her
peers and plagued by the nervous twitch that had given Winnie such misgivings over her choice
of career, she failed even to complete the course.At the end of three terms she left, feeling
beaten by the school, but nevertheless still resolved to follow her chosen career. But work was
sporadic; a small part in the summer season on Brighton Pier and the role of Regine in Ibsen’s
Ghosts did not lead to any more permanent or exciting runs. Lettie wasted no time in making a
dig at Cissie: ‘Don’t you think, dear, that you’d better realise your looks are against you, and try
to get into the Post Office?’25The sisters’ old enmity was instantly rekindled. Cissie never
forgave Letitia’s reaction and, almost fifty years later, she still recalled with bitterness how ‘my
sister Letitia’s unkindness was very great when I failed as a student at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art’.26Chapter ThreeAN IMPOSSIBLE NAMECissie’s association with the Fabians
was to prove more enduring and more influential than that she shared with the Academy of
Dramatic Art. The Fabians aimed to create a socialist society, but realized that in order to do so
people had to be raised out of existing poverty and malnourishment. Although generally united in
its idealism at the time Cissie joined, the group was fractured within, with two of its most
prominent members engaged in a very public dispute.Sidney and Beatrice Webb were among
the very first Fabians. The Webbs were left-wing idealists of contrasting personalities. Sidney
was warm and kind, while his wife was intense and introverted. Together, they and their fellow
Fabians envisioned a future with a ‘just co-operative state’.1 The Webbs believed that human
beings who were well nourished and happy could not fail to be good. In the first decades of the
twentieth century, their most important political achievement was the acceptance by a majority of
trade unions of the notion of a national minimum wage, an idea they had originally posited. But
the ‘state socialism’ they espoused was gradually giving way to syndicalism. In addition to
arguing for a national minimum wage, syndicalists believed that public services should be
nationalized, as did the Webbs. However, for Beatrice Webb, syndicalists were guilty of a kind of
idealism that made them ineffectual when confronted with the powerful political force of trade
unionism at the time. It was an ideal for the ‘inexperienced middle-class idealist’ not for the
working man or woman; a theoretical construct without any real application.2 She thought an
exploiting state could be as dangerous as an exploiting capitalist and could not agree with this



break from the traditional Fabian position that endorsed a balance between public ownership
and bureaucratic collectivism.3By 1912, Herbert George Wells, formerly a prominent Fabian,
who had been introduced to the group by George Bernard Shaw, had resigned from the society,
partly because of political differences and partly because of the scandal caused by his personal
relationships within the group. The disparity in ideas originated from 1906 when Wells had
written a report which, amongst other changes, recommended that the society reappraise its
relationship with the Labour Party and its position within the socialist movement. Shaw resented
what he saw as his friend’s bid to take over the organization, remarking that Wells ‘is a spoiled
child. His life has been one long promotion.’4 Wells reacted in a typically forthright way and
called Shaw an ass. Shaw went on to ridicule Wells’ manners, and wrote to him:There is an art of
public life which you have not mastered, expert as you are in the art of private life. The fine art of
private life consists almost wholly of taking liberties; the art of public life consists fundamentally
in respecting political rights. Intimate as I am with Webb, I should no more dream of treating him
as you have treated him than of walking into the House of Lords and pulling the Lord
Chancellor’s nose.5However, it was Wells’ private life, or more precisely his aptitude at
seduction, that was the second catalyst in his break from the group. Despite being married to
fellow Fabian Amy Catherine Robbins, he had an affair with the twenty-year-old Amber Pember
Reeves. Reeves was the daughter of a New Zealand government agent whose wife was on the
executive committee of the society. Infatuated with the charming Wells, who was almost twice
her age, she pursued him for more than a year. When the affair blossomed, Reeves and Wells
moved to Le Touquet in France to escape her parents’ shock and dismay. He alternated between
Reeves and his wife, who had long grown accustomed to his dalliances and tolerated them. But
when Reeves fell pregnant the situation in Le Touquet became intolerable for her. She felt lonely
and bored when Wells was back in England, but they quarrelled whenever they were reunited.
Both the travelling from France and the general inconvenience of a double life wore Wells down.
Shockingly, he suggested that Reeves marry a former boyfriend and bring up the child with him.
Short of another alternative, and relieved to find that the young man in question was prepared to
accept this rather absurd arrangement, she duly did so. Wells provided financially for the new
family he had engineered and went on to write Ann Veronica, a barely disguised fictional
account of his affair with Reeves. It became a topic of much gossip in the circles that Cissie
frequented.This affair was quickly followed by another, with the daughter of another fellow
Fabian, Hubert Bland. This latter liaison was particularly scandalous as Wells persuaded her to
elope with him even though she was engaged to Clifford Sharp, yet another society member.
Mrs Reeves and Hubert Bland joined indignant forces and, rather bizarrely, banned Wells’ wife
from attending the executive meetings. In 1908, Wells resigned but retained his hatred for Shaw,
even writing a vitriolic, condemnatory obituary while Shaw was still alive, to be published,
unadulterated, after his death.The restructured group, headed by Shaw and Sidney Webb,
invited Lettie to become a member. There was a family connection with the Fairfields in so far as
Sidney had known Edward Fairfield during his time in the Colonial Office, and thought highly of



him. Immediately on joining, Lettie was approached by Sidney, who wanted to confirm that she
was the niece of Edward Fairfield. He went on to enthuse, ‘I can’t tell you what I owe him; he was
extraordinarily good in showing me the ropes.’6 Female medics were a rare and invaluable
resource and almost immediately Lettie was elected to the executive committee because of
what she called her ‘scarcity value as a woman doctor’.7 She had discussions with George
Bernard Shaw on several issues related to school hygiene and working-class children and
frequently lectured for the society.When she suggested bringing her sister to a meeting, Sidney
was delighted to have yet another of Edward’s relatives on board and made Cissie welcome. But
Cissie still needed to find work. Her precipitous departure from ADA had not led to much
theatrical work. As Cissie had come from a home ‘where we all wrote and thought nothing of it’,
some sort of journalism or reviewing presented an obvious alternative to acting.8 She began
reworking The Sentinel and the heroine’s name, Adele, became the name of the revised book.
However, this was not paid employment and occasional reviews were not enough to make a
living. But a new paper, the Freewoman, seemed to offer a solution.The Freewoman was the
creation of Dora Marsden, a suffragette who had been imprisoned for her activities. Marsden
was a tiny woman whose delicate appearance belied her strength of character and passion. She
saw the paper as a means of widening the scope of the suffragist movement beyond the issue of
political enfranchisement. She was joined in her enterprise by Mary Gawthorpe, Cissie’s ‘Lovey
Mary’ from the WSPU, and now also a Fabian. Repeated imprisonment, force-feeding and
brutality had invalided Mary to the point where she could no longer actively campaign with the
WSPU, but in spite of her illness she welcomed the chance to be part of the publication.On 30
November 1911, when it was only a week old, Cissie wrote her first piece for the paper using her
own name. It was a scathing criticism of a book entitled The Position of Women in Indian Life.
Cissie deplored the authors, the Maharani of Baroda and S.M. Mitra, for championing what she
called ‘playing at wage-earning, this pathetic skulking on the outskirts of industry, brought to us
during the Victorian era’.9During its lifetime, the fledgling journal was attacked by the censors,
criticized by the mainstream newspapers, and eventually banned altogether from W.H. Smith’s
outlets when Mrs Humphrey Ward wrote to The Times claiming that the paper represented ‘the
dark and dangerous side of the women’s movement’.10 W.H. Smith withdrew all copies from
their shops, stating: ‘The nature of certain articles which have been appearing lately are such as
to render the paper unsuitable to be exposed on the bookstalls for general sale.’11The journal
dealt with women’s sexuality in a far more explicit way than had ever been done previously. H.G.
Wells had famously described it as existing ‘chiefly to mention everything a young lady should
never dream of mentioning’.12 Cissie, in later years, wrote that ‘the greatest service that the
paper did its country was through its unblushingness.’13 Intrinsically, the paper spoke out
against the romantic idea of women. Women who were single and childless might indeed resent
their state, but so might women who were married with children. Women were not simply content
with whatever might befall them and they needed to have the power to change their own
situation so that they might become so. Cissie believed this to be the most important aspect of



the growing feminist movement. Her reviews combined socialism and feminism, linking the two
inextricably, as when she urged women to become publicans, saying: ‘The various duties of that
profession, such as wringing a licence out of a bench of insolent country gentlemen, paying the
rent regularly on quarter days, and chucking out the drunkards on Saturday night, might foster
the qualities of independence, thrift and firmness of character, so sadly lacking among upper-
class women today.’14Cissie’s mother was aggrieved at her daughter’s affiliation and
consequently Cissie decided to adopt a pen name. The name she chose was taken from Ibsen’s
play Rosmersholm. In the play, Rebecca West is the mistress of a married man; it proved to be a
prophetic choice. Less appropriate for someone of Cissie’s strength of character was that
Ibsen’s Rebecca ended her life in a pact with her lover. The name stuck, although later Rebecca
would say that she had chosen it in haste just as the paper was about to go to press and that
she hated both the play and the character. As to discarding her own name, when she was
seventy-nine years old West confessed, ‘I had an impossible name. I don’t think anybody could
really be taken seriously as a writer under the name of Cicily Isabel Fairfield. It sounds like
something blonde and pretty, like Mary Pickford.’15 The name was much more than a writer’s
pseudonym: new friends, colleagues, even her husband at times, would call her Rebecca; only
her sisters and her mother did not.Even Rebecca’s work for the Freewoman was insufficient to
provide a living in itself. But, after reading her attack on Sir Almoth Wright, a notorious anti-
feminist, Robert Blatchford invited her to write for his socialist newspaper, the Clarion. Blatchford
was one of the founders of the Manchester Fabian Society in 1890. A passionate critic of
capitalism, he was eager to include Rebecca West’s acerbic attacks on society. From 1912,
when her first articles appeared, she presented a glimpse of a new kind of feminism, markedly
different from the austerity of the Pankhursts, and much more familiar to a twenty-first-century
reader. She expressed dismay that women could be expected to ‘regulate their dress according
to men’s lack of self control rather than their own comfort’.16 Delighted by a visit to the music
hall, she rejoiced in the dancer’s ability to provide escapism to a world of ‘May mornings and
ices and money enough to go where you like’ but was dismayed that the Bishop of Kensington
was concerned with her scanty clothes. Surely, the Bishop had much more pressing concerns,
such as poverty and starvation, than criticizing a healthy, joyous young woman who was ‘tingling
with life’.17 Feminism for the young, passionate Rebecca was not about denial; it was about
fighting, while at the same time celebrating the joys of womanhood. She wrote of the joys of
Christmas shopping and the fact that poor women need the beauty of nice things as much as
the wealthy. She sees defiance in a working-class girl wearing an extravagant hat because ‘she
is a better rebel than the girl who accepts her poverty as a matter of fate and wears its more
durable badge of drab garments’.18Of course, early twentieth-century concerns such as votes
for women and equal pay for equal work are a constant refrain, but Rebecca, delighted by
possibility, refused to embrace the sobriety that usually accompanied them. This was a feminism
way beyond its time. She could write of the ever-present horror of contemporary events, the ‘Cat
and Mouse Act’,* the appalling treatment of suffragettes. Recounting the tragedy of Emily



Davison, her mistreatment in prison and dramatic suicide when she threw herself in front of the
King’s horse at the Derby, she was ‘choked with rage’. Yet still amidst the anger, the pain of
injustice, she found reason to rejoice in womanhood. Rather than old-fashioned socialism, she
saw syndicalism as the way forward for women as well as men. A central governing bureaucracy
could have little or no understanding of the workers it sought to defend, whereas syndicalism
recognized ‘the natural bond between the worker and his work’.19 Working women could argue
far more effectively and pointedly for better conditions than a detached body trying to represent
them. It was a position that took her further and further from her earlier association with the
WSPU. Adela Pankhurst, argued Rebecca, would have done far more for women had she
remained a teacher and argued against the grievances suffered by her profession, than she had
done as a WSPU organizer, of delicate health, unable to withstand the physical ordeals of
protesting.In contrast to Webb’s view that syndicalism was a middle-class ideal, for Rebecca it
was a populist one that gave power to the worker rather than controlling them from a central
position in a representative body. This was an important distinction and a formative one;
Rebecca’s later staunch anti-communism surprised many critics who had not fully understood
her ‘new socialist’ beliefs.The articles brought both criticism and approbation. Vera Brittain, who
later became famous for her book Testament of Youth, as well as a good friend, thought Cissie
was a twentieth-century Mary Wollstonecraft.20 However, Mrs Humphrey Ward, the Mary
Whitehouse of her day, was far from approbatory and found the topics and manner of Rebecca’s
writing shocking.In the autumn of 1912, two reviews resulted in meetings that would have lasting
consequences for Rebecca. The first review was of a novel entitled The New Humpty Dumpty by
Daniel Chaucer. Rebecca was well aware that this was actually a pseudonym for Ford Madox
Hueffer (later Ford Madox Ford). The book was a fictionalized account of the breakdown of his
marriage and his subsequent love affair with the writer Violet Hunt. In fact, the primary reason for
the pseudonym was so that Ford could avoid paying a percentage of the royalties to his
estranged wife. Rebecca did not like the book, regarding it as a sort of poorer version of H.G.
Wells’ The New Machiavelli. However, the review was witty enough to attract the attention of
Hunt and Ford and they invited her to tea.South Lodge, or 80 Campden Hill Road, was a well-
known address in literary London. Its semi-detached conventional facade belied the richness of
its interior, a Pre-Raphaelite delight with William Morris wallpaper and one of Wyndham Lewis’
first abstracts, a huge work that dominated the study, a space that was highlighted by red
skirting boards and red doors. Violet was the niece of Holman Hunt and his family portraits hung
in most of the rooms. The atmosphere at soirees and lunches, however, was more formal than
one might have expected from a couple known for their unorthodox living arrangements. Hunt
strictly observed the proprieties of dress and visitors were expected to arrive with top hats and
‘London clothes’, to wear gloves and carry canes.It had been Hunt’s home since she was three
years old, and was the centre of a literary circle that included visitors such as Somerset
Maugham, May Sinclair and H.G. Wells. The young American poet Ezra Pound became so
frequent a guest that Hunt’s parrot would loudly greet visitors with repeated cries of ‘Ezra! Ezra!’



Hunt and Ford shared a Pre-Raphaelite background: Ford was the grandson of the artist Ford
Madox Brown and nephew of William Michael Rossetti, a founding member of the Pre-
Raphaelite brotherhood. Neither Ford nor Hunt was conventionally good-looking; Rebecca
described the former as ‘stout, gangling, albinoish’.21 Hunt had been regarded as a beauty; as a
young girl she had most famously modelled for the lovely, confused virgin in Burne Jones’ King
Cophetua and the Beggar Maid. But, at fifty, she was eleven years Ford’s senior and,
furthermore, suffered from syphilis, a legacy from a previous affair, which left her face and wrists
marked with spots whenever it flared up.*An air of scandal surrounded their situation, as well as
one of celebrity, and Rebecca was thrilled to be invited to meet them. For their part, Ford and
Hunt were surprised that their very cutting reviewer was so young and so pretty. Hunt described
her: ‘She came. She had a pink dress on and a large, wide-brimmed, country-girlish straw hat
that hid her splendid liquid eyes, which, however no brim of any kind could hinder one from
apprehending.’22For Hunt, Rebecca’s youth was a wonderful thing: she was ‘ostentatiously
young’, with a power over those around her. Hunt mused, ‘if she wants to hurt you she will; if she
wants to be kind to you, well and very good.’23 Rebecca was only eighteen but already she
‘ruled Fleet Street’.24Ford had only recently stepped down as editor of the English Review, the
same publication in which Rebecca’s review of his book had appeared. Talk that day was of the
Review and of the cameo portraits barely concealed in the book. Hunt admired Rebecca’s talent
as a listener and her mellifluous voice, ‘compounded of milk and honey’.25 The visit was an
unmitigated success and heralded a long-lasting friendship between Hunt and Rebecca, a less-
robust one between Ford and Rebecca, although she retained a great admiration for his editorial
skill, and a plethora of important introductions in subsequent evenings and afternoons at South
Lodge. Violet thought Rebecca able to combine seemingly contradictory characteristics in a
beguiling way. She was ‘guileless’ but discreet, and ‘deep as the sea yet adorably frivolous’,
capable of gossiping but not maliciously.26Another review that Rebecca wrote in the same
period was to be of far greater import to her life. The article appeared in the Freewoman on 19
September 1912 and attacked one of the most successful and famous writers of the day. It was a
short and damning piece about H.G. Wells’ book Marriage.* The popular nickname for the 1913
Prisoners Temporary Discharge for Health Act, which allowed suffragettes on hunger strike to be
released from prison if they became too weak or ill, but reimprisoned as soon as they recovered
– this cycle of release and reimprisonment was viewed in poor taste by the public, hence the
idea of a cat playing with a mouse.* Rollyson, The Saga of the Century, (p. 33), gives Violet’s
age as forty-six in 1912, the same as H.G. Wells, when in fact she was born in September
1862.Chapter Four‘YOU ALSO WRITE’Rebecca’s review of Marriage was blistering. She
described Wells’ mannerisms as ‘more infuriating than ever’ and deplored his generalizations of
the roles of the sexes as exemplified by the novel’s characters. The sex obsession that lay
‘clotted’ on Wells’ books ‘like cold white sauce was merely old maids’ mania’.1At the time her
criticism appeared, Wells was living with his wife, Amy Catherine, whom he called ‘Jane’.
Rebecca had heard gossip about his various extramarital dalliances but had not actually met



Wells, even though he too was a frequent visitor to South Lodge. Wells was forty-six, short and
portly with piercing blue eyes and an undeniable charm that had brought him numerous sexual
encounters, including an affair with Violet Hunt six years previously;2 Amber Reeves was only
one of his more recent conquests. Jane was actually his second wife, and his elopement with
her, and consequent abandonment of his first wife, had outraged Jane’s family. Following his
divorce they were married and had two sons, George (Gip) in 1901 and Frank in 1903, but
afterwards his philandering nature showed itself again. Wells acknowledged his need of Jane
and the stabilizing influence she brought to his life. She was, for him, ‘the resolute little person’
who sustained her ‘belief that I was worth living for’ and ‘who stuck to me so sturdily that in the
end I stuck to myself’.3 But nevertheless he did not see his need of her as limiting his sexual
adventures in any way. Jane seemed resigned to his extramarital relationships but eager to
preserve outward appearances and avoid social scandal. To this effect the couple had an
agreement: Wells could take lovers, Jane would turn a blind eye, but he needed to be discreet
and he should only sleep with women that Jane actually liked.4 Over the years, Rebecca
became convinced that there was a sinister reason for Jane’s acceptance, that she took a kind
of sadistic pleasure in the way the other women were treated. For Rebecca, Jane was a
malicious woman who only pretended to tolerate Wells’ affairs because she could not do
otherwise and secretly delighted in the humiliation of his mistresses. However, to those in their
immediate social circle the Wells presented a happy front. Their children’s governess describes
long winter evenings when groups of friends amused themselves with games of charades and
dressing-up parties, carefully organized by Jane.5 From time to time, she organized fancy-dress
dances for much larger groups of people at the Drill Hall, close to their Hampstead house.In
September 1912, Wells was having a passionate love affair with Elizabeth von Arnhim, the
aristocratic novelist, cousin of Katharine Mansfield. Elizabeth was a widow. She had arrived in
England with her two children, German citizens by virtue of Elizabeth’s marriage. Concerned by
what she saw as a serious Prussian threat, in these years before the Great War, she had also
sold the family estate in Germany and was in the process of building a huge chalet in Jura,
Switzerland.As a mistress, she suited both Wells and Jane. Elizabeth was of an age with Wells
and accepted his marital status while nurturing ideas that she might one day rescue him from its
dreariness. Jane found their ménage à trois easier to handle than the drama of his two previous
affairs and acquiesced quietly to Elizabeth’s position. Dinner was occasionally taken together at
Elizabeth’s home in St James’s Court. Indeed, the two women developed a relationship
amicable enough that Jane, on occasion, late in the affair, visited Elizabeth’s Swiss
home.*However, Wells was curious about the young woman who had so savaged his latest book
and responded by inviting her to tea with himself and Jane, at Easton Glebe, the Wells’ country
home. Wells’ governess described her arrival at the residence on 27 September 1912: ‘Miss
Rebecca West arrived today. She looks about twenty-two years of age, and is very vivacious.’6
For his part Wells was taken with her ‘curious mixture of maturity and infantilism’, reckoning ‘I
had never met anything like her before and doubt if there was anything like her before’. He



admired her ‘dark expressive troubled eyes’ and her ‘big soft mouth’ as much as he admired her
prodigious intellect and memory and was impressed by the way she stood up to him in an
argument.7Rebecca described Wells as ‘one of the most interesting men I have ever met’.8 In
later years she reminisced that ‘it wasn’t an immediate meeting of body. He wasn’t really an
Adonis by any means and he had a little high voice.’9 She even went so far as to say he ‘was one
of the ugliest men in England’ but that with ‘half an hour start’ he could quickly knock out the
best-looking men in the vicinity because of his ‘endless charm and lightness and humour and
wit’.10 They spoke excitedly of books and ideas for more than five hours, ‘with immense
vitality’.11 Jane charmed her new guest but remained in the background, probably all too
sensitive to the growing attraction between the two. After the initial meeting, Wells and Rebecca
were regularly in contact. Just two weeks later Rebecca wrote to Charles Sarolea, editor of the
Everyman, asking if she might write for him. With her letter she enclosed a reference in support
of her appeal. It was from her new friend, H.G. Wells.12When she came to see him again in his
small Hampstead home on Church Row, close to the nineteenth-century church of St John, the
relationship took its next step. Wells was hesitant, out of some loyalty to Elizabeth rather than
Jane, and did not immediately try to seduce Rebecca, despite the obvious mutual attraction. He
described those first few hours in Church Row as being ‘bookish and journalistic’. Yet, standing
before his bookshelves, discussing literary style, an atmosphere grew between them so that
‘apropos of nothing’, they paused, catching each others’ eyes, and kissed.13It was what
Rebecca had been waiting for. She declared a burning passion for Wells and entreated him to
take her as a lover. Wells, suddenly coy, perhaps all too aware that he was yet again on the brink
of a ‘difficult’ liaison, protested, saying he had given no indication that this was a possible
course. Rebecca insisted, understandably seeing the kiss as the beginning of a seduction. Wells
tried hard to justify himself: ‘She demanded to be my lover and made an accusation of my kiss. It
was a promise, she said. I too was by way of thinking that a kiss ought to be a promise. But it was
a very unexpected kiss.’14Rebecca was infatuated, Wells rather more controlled; he refused to
have sex with her. The set-up with Elizabeth and Jane was comfortable and Rebecca might
prove to be a bit too disruptive. Obviously Elizabeth did not welcome the idea of adding a fourth
to their arrangement and pointedly suggested he go to Italy with her for a month’s holiday. Jane
too preferred the discretion and convenience of his current mistress and did not relish the
thought of a return to the hysteria of the Amber Reeves experience. Wells broke off contact with
Rebecca. Years later Rebecca learned he had actually first tried to break with Elizabeth but had
been persuaded to end the flirtation with her instead.15 It seems an arrangement for four was
more than even Wells could contemplate.Rebecca was distraught and her subsequent
depression shocked both her sisters and her mother. Isabella decided to try to abate her
daughter’s melancholy with a change of scenery and took Rebecca off to Spain for a month. Her
mother’s strategy had some success. While travelling, Rebecca returned to writing and the
passion and the disappointment of the previous weeks poured out in her subsequent pieces.The
Freewoman ceased publication just a month after Rebecca visited Easton Glebe. There was



almost no money and W.H. Smith’s boycott meant there was little hope of making any.The failure
of the paper was distressing for Rebecca, who was determined to raise funds and relaunch it.
And, by June 1913, she had succeeded, thanks in part to backing from the unmarried, and very
rich, Harriet Weaver.The new paper was far from what Rebecca had envisaged. On her return
from Spain, Rebecca took up her new post as assistant editor for the now-renamed New
Freewoman and set about finding contributors who might provide the literary content she had
always felt was lacking from the original paper. One writer she pursued was Ezra Pound, who
was then based in London and working to promote a small group of struggling young poets.
Pound’s initial contact with Rebecca was promising. However he had very fixed ideas about the
amount of control he wanted over the literary content, which made Dora Marsden, the paper’s
founder, wary. It was agreed that he would have a completely free hand for a trial run of six
issues, at which point the situation would be reviewed.Wells, hearing of Rebecca’s renewed
professional activities, obviously hoped the trip to Spain had had a cathartic effect on what he
regarded as her hysteria, and sent her a note to invite her to his new flat, at 52 St James’s Court.
Unfortunately for Rebecca it did not seem to resolve anything. The offer of friendship to replace
what, for her, had been the grandest kind of passion was almost insulting. She wrote to Dora
Marsden, saying, ‘I don’t think we shall speak or write again! I’m longing to slaughter him!’16 The
next letter she wrote to Wells was similarly dramatic and uncompromising. Only the draft
remains: ‘During the next few days I shall either put a bullet through my head or commit
something more shattering to myself than death.’17She claimed he had ruined her, that she was
‘burned down to her foundations’. He had obviously worried over her obsessive passion for him
and urged that it could, like a sickness, be cured. She retaliated now, in melodramatic fashion,
by saying that for her, there could only be passion and now there was nothing. She despaired
that he had once found her love for him ‘beautiful and courageous’ but now found it simply
‘indecent’. She ended, proclaiming ‘I would give my whole life to feel your arms round me
again’.Wells showed the letter to both Jane and Elizabeth. Both women urged him to stay well
away from what was showing all the signs of becoming a public melodrama. When Wells did
write back to Rebecca his reply was cold and matter-of fact: ‘How can I be your friend to this
accompaniment? I don’t see that I can be of any use or help to you at all. You have my entire
sympathy – but until we can meet on a reasonable basis, goodbye.’18Rebecca’s articles from
her Spanish trip, charged with her emotional distress, appeared in the New Freewoman. The
first, entitled ‘Trees Of Gold’, spoke of how she felt overwhelmed by her emotions:By the heat of
its desires and adorations the mind may become like hot wax: incapable of receiving the sharp
impressions which are all it lives for. The fire by whose blaze the soul meant to lighten the world
may burn it down to its foundations and leave it a smoking ruin, as unlovely as any factory or
building designed from the first for base uses.19A short story called ‘At Valladolid’, which
appeared two months later, is a heavily autobiographical account of a trip from England to
Spain, where the distraught heroine tries to commit suicide twice. In echoes of Rebecca’s
pursuit of Wells, the heroine cries: ‘For though my lover had left my body chaste he had seduced



my soul: He mingled himself with me till he was more myself than I am, and then left me.’20A
third piece, ‘Nana’, recalled a singer in Seville whose spirit and flesh seemed to echo that of the
music-hall dancer who had so captivated her in earlier years. Nana had a ‘dazzling body’, which
cried out ‘Here am I, nothing but flesh and blood. When your toys of the mind and the spirit are
all broken, come back to my refreshing flesh and blood.’21For Wells, this may have hinted at a
more positive outlook and he wrote to Rebecca: ‘You are writing gorgeously again. Please
resume being friends.’22 Rebecca, wary of their last meeting, did not reply, but went on to review
Wells’ new novel The Passionate Friends for the New Freewoman of 1 October.It was a mixed
notice. While acknowledging that ‘the first thirteen pages of The Passionate Friends stand
among the most beautiful achievements of elucidating emotion’, she was troubled by what she
saw as the book’s lack of any real substance. She admired its depiction and understanding of
fatherhood. Most importantly, for Wells at least, Rebecca seemed to be advocating the
possibility of sex without emotional attachment: ‘Surely the only way to medicine the ravages of
this fever of life is to treat sex lightly, to recognize that in this as in philosophy the one is not more
excellent than the many, to think no more hardly of two lovers who part soon than we do of
spring for leaving the earth at the coming of June.’23Rebecca had one misgiving though, she felt
that the atmosphere Wells depicted was conducive to jealousy, the very thing he saw as so
destructive in relationships.Despite this, and perhaps enticed by the insinuation that a less-
intense relationship might be on offer, Wells once again approached her. His personal
circumstances had changed for the worse. Jealous of the daily letters that he still wrote to Jane,
worn down by the new threat of Rebecca, Elizabeth had left Wells in Italy and gone alone to her
recently finished Swiss chalet. The abandoned Wells sent her a stream of pleading letters. ‘You
are the whole universe to me,’ he declared. Jane had ‘every virtue, every charm’ but was ‘as
dead as herring to him’.24Rebecca was young, brilliant and adoring, and Wells’ battered ego
needed attention. When he returned from his Italian trip with Elizabeth in November, they were
reunited. This time there was no hesitation; they became lovers soon after. Wells told Jane and,
once again, she accepted the situation – with the caveat that he and Rebecca acted discreetly.
Rebecca gave herself and Wells pet names; she loved cats – now she was ‘Panther’, he was
‘Jaguar’. At other times they were the ‘Pussteads’, two animals in cosy domesticity. Rebecca
confided in Violet Hunt about her affair. Violet Hunt’s own domestic arrangements were highly
unconventional; Ford’s first wife still refused to divorce him. She was the only friend that
Rebecca told and proved to be both sympathetic and protective. However, in spite of his initial
desire for carefree sex, it was clear that Wells too was finding that the relationship was having a
significant impact on his life. She had ‘taken the ugly creases out of my mind’.25 Rebecca’s
professional life was also in a state of flux. Writing for the New Freewoman was one thing, but
she found herself increasingly caught up in the politics between Ezra Pound and Dora Marsden.
Rebecca was torn between loyalty to Dora, who felt that Pound was taking over the paper, and
her belief that Pound was also exceptionally gifted as an editor. In October, she resigned. Harriet
Weaver offered her a month’s salary but she refused it, saying: ‘As Miss Marsden has let me go, I



think the least I can do is to go without looting the till.’26
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sbgoodgirl, “I thought I didn't like biographies.. I really did think all biographies were pretty
boring, but this was a truly well-written biography. At first, I thought it was pretty slow, but once
you get to know Rebecca and then her friendships and finally her lovers, it's hard to put down.
Reading the Kindle version, I couldn't really figure out how there would be 40% of a book left
when she was getting so old. Silly me! The last huge percentage of book held sources and
citations. After that, there was an index. But Rebecca was getting really old, and I didn't know
how much was left in the book. It drove me crazy. Although I was so sad while Rebecca lost her
wonderful friendships, what stayed in the forefront of my mind was the mystery of how-much-
book-is-left.”

Anita, “Good biography of Rebecca West. I read The Grey Lamb and the black Falcon and was
awed by the depth and breadth of the book. This biography gives a great overview of West's
life. I agree with others that West is not as highly regarded as others of her generation because
of her diverse writings. The biography enabled me to understand more fully the world that West
lived in. She had a lot of personal challenges but was able to write well during them. I am
pleased that this biography was available.”

Mary Carter, “A personal life. Felt like I truly experienced West's life joys and anguished as I
read.  The author's provides deep insights to her relationships and her works.”

Carol C, “Four Stars. Enjoyed very much, also learned a lot.”

Idaho chris, “well written. Insights into this fascinating puzzling author.”

MDV, “Five Stars. Excellent book. Delivered in timely fashion.”

The book by Sarah Pye has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 20 people have provided feedback.
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